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Abstract. Recently well-quasi orders in general, and homeomorphic

embedding in particular, have gained popularity to ensure the termination of program analysis, specialisation and transformation techniques.
In this paper we investigate and clarify for the rst time, both intuitively
and formally, the advantages of such an approach over one using wellfounded orders. Notably we show that the homeomorphic embedding relation is strictly more powerful than a large class of involved well-founded
approaches. We, however, also illustrate that the homeomorphic embedding relation su ers from several inadequacies which are unsatisfactory in
contexts, such as logic or functional & logic programming, where logical
variables arise. We therefore also present new, extended homeomorphic
embedding relations to remedy this problem.
Keywords: Termination, Well-quasi orders, Program Analysis, Specialisation and Transformation, Logic Programming, Functional & Logic Programming.

1 Introduction
The problem of ensuring termination arises in many areas of computer science
and a lot of work has been devoted to proving termination of term rewriting
systems (e.g. [9{11,52] and references therein) or of logic programs (e.g. [8,55]
and references therein). It is also an important issue within all areas of program
analysis, specialisation and transformation:one usually strives for methods which
are guaranteed to terminate. It can also be an issue in model checking when
in nite state systems are involved. One can basically distinguish between two
kinds of techniques for ensuring termination:
{ static techniques, which prove or ensure termination of a program or process
beforehand (i.e. o -line) without any kind of execution, and
{ online (or dynamic ) techniques, which ensure termination of a process during
its execution. (The process itself can of course be, e.g., performing a static
analysis.)
Static approaches have less information at their disposal but do not require
runtime intervention (which might be impossible). Which of the two approaches
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is taken depends entirely on the application area. For instance, static termination
analysis of logic programs [8,55] falls within the former context, while termination of program specialisation, transformation or analysis is often ensured in an
online manner.
This paper is primarily aimed at studying and improving online termination
techniques. Let us examine the case of partial deduction [42,12,33] | an automatic technique for specialising logic programs. Henceforth we suppose some
familiarity with basic notions in logic programming [4,41].
Partial deduction based upon the Lloyd and Shepherdson framework [42] generates (possibly incomplete) SLDNF-trees for a set A of atoms. The specialised
program is extracted from these trees by producing one clause (called a resultant) for every non-failing branch. The resolution steps within the SLDNF-trees
| often referred to as unfolding steps | are those that have been performed
beforehand, justifying the hope that the specialised program is more ecient.
Now, to ensure termination of partial deduction two issues arise [12,49](cf.
Figure 1). One is called the local termination problem, corresponding to the
fact that each generated SLDNF-tree should be nite. The other is called the
global termination problem, meaning that the set A should contain only a nite
number of atoms. A similar classi cation can be done for most other program
specialisation techniques (cf. e.g. [39]).
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Fig.1. Global and local termination
Below we mainly use local termination to illustrate our concepts. (As shown
in [49] the atoms in A can be structured into a global tree and methods similar
to the one for local termination can be used to ensure global termination.)
However, the discussions and contributions of the present paper are also (immediately) applicable in the context of analysis, specialisation, and transformation techniques in general, especially when applied to computational paradigms,
such as logic programming, constrained logic programming [25], conditional term
rewriting, functional programming [19] and functional & logic programming[23,
18]. For instance, abstract interpretation techniques usually analyse a set of abstract calls to which new call patterns are continuously added. One thus faces a
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problem very similar to global termination of partial deduction. We also believe
our discussions are relevant to other areas, such as in nite model checking and
theorem proving, where termination has to be insured in non-trivial ways.

Depth Bounds One, albeit ad-hoc, way to solve the local termination problem
is to simply impose an arbitrary depth bound. Such a depth bound is of course
not motivated by any property, structural or otherwise, of the program or goal
under consideration. In the context of local termination, the depth bound will
therefore typically lead either to too little or too much unfolding.
Determinacy Another approach, often used in partial evaluation of functional

programs [26] is to (only) expand a tree while it is determinate (i.e. it only has
one non-failing branch). However, this approach can be very restrictive and in
itself does not guarantee termination, as there can be in nitely failing determinate computations at specialisation time. In (strict) functional programs such
a condition can be seen as an error in the original program (the corresponding
run-time computation will not terminate). In logic programming the situation
is somewhat di erent: a goal can in nitely fail (in a deterministic way) at partial deduction time while its run-time instances nitely fail. In applications like
theorem proving, even in nite determinate failures at run-time do not necessarily indicate a programmer's error: they might simply be due to unprovable
statements. This is why, contrary to maybe functional programming, measures
in addition to determinacy have to be adopted to ensure local termination.

Well-founded Orders Luckily, more re ned approaches to ensure local ter-

mination exist. The rst non-ad-hoc methods [7,48,47,44] in logic and [58,67]
functional programming were based on well-founded orders, inspired by their
usefulness in the context of static termination analysis. These techniques ensure
termination, while at the same time allowing unfolding related to the structural
aspect of the program and goal to be specialised, e.g., permitting the consumption of static input within the atoms of A.
Formally, well-founded orders are de ned as follows:
De nition 1. (wfo) A (strict) partial order >S on a set S is an anti-re exive,
anti-symmetric and transitive binary relation on S  S . A sequence of elements
s1 ; s2; : : : in S is called admissible wrt >S i si > si+1 , for all i  1. We call >S
a well-founded order (wfo) i there is no in nite admissible sequence wrt >S
To ensure local termination, one has to nd a sensible well-founded order on
atoms and then only allow SLDNF-trees in which the sequence of selected atoms
is admissible wrt the well-founded order. If an atom that we want to select is
not strictly smaller than its ancestors, we either have to select another atom or
stop unfolding altogether.
Example 1. Let P be the reverse program using an accumulator:
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rev ([]; Acc; Acc)
rev ([H jT]; Acc; Res)

rev (T; [H jAcc]; Res)

A simple well-founded order on atoms of the form rev (t1; t2; t3 ) might be based
on comparing the termsize (i.e., the number of function and constant symbols)
of the rst argument. We then de ne the wfo on atoms by:
rev (t1 ; t2; t3) > rev (s1 ; s2; s3 ) i term size(t2 ) > term size(s2 ).
Based on that wfo, the goal rev ([a; bjT]; []; R) can be unfolded into the goal
rev ([bjT]; [a];R) and further into rev (T; [b; a]; R) because the termsize of the
rst argument strictly decreases at each step (even though the overall termsize
does not decrease). However, rev (T; [b; a]; R) cannot be further unfolded into
rev (T 0; [H 0; b; a]; R) because there is no such strict decrease.
Much more elaborate techniques, which e.g. split the expressions into classes,
use lexicographical ordering on subsequences of the arguments and even continuously re ne the orders during the unfolding process, exist [7,48,47,44] for precise
details. These works also present some further re nements on how to apply wfo's,
especially in the context of partial deduction. For instance, instead of requiring
a decrease wrt every ancestor, one can only request a decrease wrt the covering
ancestors , i.e. one only compares with the ancestor atoms from which the current
atom descends (via resolution). Other re nements consist in allowing the wfo's
not only to depend upon the selected atom but on the context as well [47] or
to ignore calls to non-recursive predicates. [47] also discusses a way to relax the
condition of a \strict decrease" when re ning a wfo. (Most of these re nements
can also be applied to other approaches, notably the one we will present in the
next section.)
However, it has been felt by several researchers that well-founded orders are
sometimes too rigid or (conceptually) too complex in an online setting. Recently,
well-quasi orders have therefore gained popularity to ensure online termination
of program manipulation techniques [5,59,61,38,39,14,27,2,29,1,65]. Unfortunately, this move to well-quasi orders has never been formally justi ed nor
has the relation to well-founded approaches been investigated. We strive to do
so in the rst part of this paper and will actually prove that a rather simple
well-quasi approach|the homeomorphic embedding relation| is strictly more
powerful than a large class of involved well-founded approaches. Nonetheless,
despite its power, we will show that the homeomorphic embedding is still unsatisfactory when it comes to variables. This paper aims at improving this situation
by developing more adequate re nements of the homeomorphic embedding relation.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we provide a gentle introduction to well-quasi orders and then formally compare the power of
well-quasi orders with the power of well-founded orders for online termination.
In Section 4 we provide some additional investigation, discussing the concept of
\near-foundedness" [44]. In Section 5 we show that, despite its power, the homeomorphic embedding is still unsatisfactory when it comes to variables. We provide
a rst solution, which we then improve in Section 6, notably to be able to cope
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with in nite alphabets. Finally in Section 7 we provide some further discussion
about applying homeomorphic embedding in the context of metaprogramming.
This paper is an extended and revised version of [35] and [34].

2 Well-quasi orders and homeomorphic embedding
Formally, well-quasi orders can be de ned as follows.

De nition 2. (quasi order) A quasi order S on a set S is a re exive and
transitive binary relation on S  S .
Henceforth, we will use symbols like <, > (possibly annotated by some subscript) to refer to strict partial orders and ,  to refer to quasi orders. We
will use either \directionality" as is convenient in the context. We also de ne
an expression to be either a term (built-up from variables and function symbols
of arity  0) or an atom (a predicate symbol applied to a, possibly empty, sequence of terms), and then treat predicate symbols as functors, but suppose that
no confusion between function and predicate symbols can arise (i.e., predicate
and function symbols are distinct).
De nition 3. (wbr,wqo) Let S be a binary relation on S  S. A sequence
of elements s1 ; s2; : : : in S is called admissible wrt S i there are no i < j such
that si S sj . We say that S is a well-binary relation (wbr) on S i there are
no in nite admissible sequences wrt S . If S is a quasi order on S then we
also say that S is a well-quasi order (wqo) on S .
Observe that, in contrast to wfo's, non-comparable elements are allowed
within admissible sequences. An admissible sequence is sometimes called bad
while a non-admissible one is called good. A well-binary relation is then such
that all in nite sequences are good. There are several other equivalent de nitions of well-binary relations and well-quasi orders. Higman [20] used an alternate
de nition of well-quasi orders in terms of the \ nite basis property" (or \ nite
generating set" in [28]). Both de nitions are equivalent by Theorem 2.1 in [20]. A
di erent (but also equivalent) de nition of a wqo is(e.g., [30,66]): A quasi-order
V is a wqo i for all quasi-orders V which contain V (i.e. vV v0 ) vV v0 )
the corresponding strict partial order V is a wfo. This property has been exploited in the context of static termination analysis to dynamically construct
well-founded orders from well-quasi ones and led to the initial use of wqo's in
the oine setting [9,10]. The use of well-quasi orders in an online setting has
only emerged recently (it is mentioned, e.g., in [5] but also [59]) and has never
been compared to well-founded approaches. There has been some comparison
between wfo's and wqo's in the oine setting, e.g., in [52] it is argued that (for
\simply terminating" rewrite systems) approaches based upon quasi-orders are
less interesting than ones based upon a partial orders. In this paper we will show
that the situation is somewhat reversed in an online setting. Furthermore, in the
online setting, transitivity of a wqo is not really interesting and one can therefore
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drop this requirement, leading to the use of wbr's. Later on in Sections 5 and 6
we will actually develop wbr's which are not wqo's.
An interesting wqo is the homeomorphic embedding relation , which derives
from results by Higman [20] and Kruskal [28]. It has been used in the context of
term rewriting systems in [9,10], and adapted for use in supercompilation [64] in
[61]. Its usefulness as a stop criterion for partial evaluation is also discussed and
advocated in [43]. Some complexity results can be found in [63] and [17] (also
summarised in [43]).
The following is the de nition from [61], which adapts the pure homeomorphic embedding from [10] by adding a rudimentary treatment of variables.
De nition 4. () The (pure) homeomorphic embedding relation  on ex-

pressions is de ned inductively as follows (i.e.  is the least relation satisfying
the rules):
1. X  Y for all variables X; Y
2. s  f(t1 ; : : :; tn) if s  ti for some i
3. f(s1 ; : : :; sn)  f(t1 ; : : :; tn) if 8i 2 f1; : : :; ng : si  ti .

The second rule is sometimes called the diving rule, and the third rule is
sometimes called the coupling rule. When s  t we also say that s is embedded
in t or t is embedding s. By s  t we denote that s  t and t 6 s. By s  t we
denote that both s  t and t  s.
Example 2. The intuition behind the above de nition is that A  B i A can
be obtained from B by \striking out" certain parts, or said another way, the
structure of A reappears within B. For instance we have p(a)  p(f(a)) and
indeed p(a) can be obtained from p(f(a)) by \striking out" the f. Observe
that the \striking out" corresponds to the application of the diving rule 2 (cf.
Lemma 2) and that we even have p(a)  p(f(a)). We also have, e.g., that:
X  X, p(X)  p(f(Y )), p(X; X)  p(X; Y ) and p(X; Y )  p(X; X).

Proposition 1. The relation  is a wqo on the set of expressions over a nite

alphabet.

For a complete proof, reusing Higman's and Kruskal's results [20,28] in a
very straightforward manner, see, e.g., [33]. (For constructive proofs of Higman's
Lemma [20] see [60,53]. See also [13] and [57]. Another, non-constructive one can
be found in [54].)
To ensure, e.g., local termination of partial deduction, we have to ensure that
the constructed SLDNF-trees are such that the selected atoms do not embed any
of their ancestors (when using a well-founded order as in Example 1, we had to
require a strict decrease at every step). If an atom that we want to select embeds
one of its ancestors, we either have to select another atom or stop unfolding
altogether. For example, based on , the goal rev ([a; bjT]; [];R) of Example 1
can be unfolded into rev ([bjT]; [a];R) and further into rev (T; [b; a]; R)
as rev ([a; bjT]; [];R) 6 rev ([bjT]; [a]; R), rev ([a; bjT]; []; R) 6 rev (T; [b; a]; R) and
rev ([bjT]; [a];R) 
6 rev (T; [b; a]; R). However, rev (T; [b; a]; R) cannot be further
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unfolded into rev (T 0 ; [H 0; b; a]; R) as rev (T; [b; a]; R)  rev (T 0 ; [H 0; b; a]; R).
Observe that, in contrast to Example 1, we did not have to choose how to
measure which arguments. We further elaborate on the inherent exibility of 
in the next section.
The homeomorphic embedding relation is also useful for handling structures
other than expressions. It has, e.g., been successfully applied in [38,33,39] to
detect (potentially) non-terminating sequences of characteristic trees. Also, 
seems to have the desired property that very often only \real" loops are detected
and that they are detected at the earliest possible moment (see [43]).

3 Comparing wbr's and wfo's
3.1 General Comparison

It follows from De nitions 1 and 3 that if V is a wqo then <V (de ned by
v1 <V v2 i v1 V v2 ^ v1 6V v2) is a wfo, but not vice versa. The following
shows how to obtain a wbr from a wfo.
Lemma 1. (wbr from wfo) Let <V be a well-founded order on V . Then V ,
de ned by v1 V v2 i v1 6>V v2 , is a wbr on V . Furthermore,<V and V have

the same set of admissible sequences.

This means that, in an online setting, the approach based upon wbr's is in
theory at least as powerful as the one based upon wfo's. Further below we will
actually show that wbr's are strictly more powerful.
Observe that V is not necessarily a wqo: transitivity is not ensured as
t1 6> t2 and t2 6> t3 do not imply t1 6> t3. Let, e.g., s < t denote that s is
strictly more general than t. Then < is a wfo [24] but p(X; X; a) 6> p(X; Z; b)
and p(X; Z; b) 6> p(X; Y; a) even though p(X; X; a) > p(X; Y; a). Also observe
that the proof of Lemma 1 requires transitivity of <V , i.e., the lemma does not
hold simply for a well-founded relation.
Let us now examine the power of one particular wqo, the earlier de ned .

3.2 Homeomorphic Embedding and Monotonic Wfo's
The homeomorphic embedding  relation is very exible. It will for example,
when applied to the sequence of covering ancestors, permit the full unfolding of
most terminating Datalog programs, the quicksort or even the mergesort program when the list to be sorted is known (the latter poses problems to some static
termination analysis methods [55,40]; for some experiments see Appendix B).
Also, the produce-consume example from [44] (see also [50]) requires rather involved techniques (considering the context) to be solved by wfo's. Again, this
example poses no problem to  (cf. Appendix B).
The homeomorphic embedding  is also very powerful in the context of
metaprogramming [21]. Notably, it has the ability to \penetrate" layers of (nonground) meta-encodings (see Appendix B for some computer experiments; see
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also Section 7). For instance,  will admit the following sequences (where, among
others, Example 1 is progressively wrapped into \vanilla" metainterpreters [45,
46,21] counting resolution steps and keeping track of the selected predicates
respectively):
Sequence
rev ([a; bjT ]; [];R) ; rev ([bjT ]; [a]; R)
solve(rev ([a; bjT ]; [];R); 0) ; solve(rev ([bjT ]; [a]; R); s(0))
solve 0(solve(rev ([a; bjT ]; []; R); 0); []) ; solve 0(solve(rev ([bjT ]; [a];R); s(0)); [rev])
path (a; b; []) ; path(b; a; [a])
solve 0(solve(path(a; b; []); 0); []) ; solve 0(solve(path (b; a; [a]);s(0)); [rev])

Observe that there was no need to dynamically focus on subarguments or to
recon gure weights. Again, this is very dicult for wfo's and requires re ned
and involved techniques (of which to our knowledge no implementation in the
online setting exists). For example, to admit the third sequence we have to
measure something like the \termsize of the rst argument of the rst argument
of the rst argument." For the fth sequence this gets even more dicult.
We have intuitively demonstrated the usefulness of  and that it is often
more exible than wfo's. But can we prove some \hard" results? It turns out
that we can and we now establish that | in the online setting |  is strictly
more generous than a large class of re ned wfo's.
De nition 5. A well-founded order  on expressions is said to be monotonic
i the following rules hold:
1. X 6 Y for all variables X; Y ,
2. s 6 f(t1 ; : : :; tn) whenever f is a function symbol and s 6 ti for some i and
3. f(s1 ; : : :; sn) 6 f(t1 ; : : :; tn) whenever 8i 2 f1; : : :; ng : si 6 fi .

Note the similarity of structure with the de nition of  (but, contrary to ,
6 does not have to be the least relation satisfying the rules). This similarity
of structure will later enable us to prove that any sequence admissible wrt 
must also be admissible wrt  (by showing that s  t ) s 6 t; see Figure 2).
Also observe that point 2 need not hold for predicate symbols and that point 3
implies that c 6 c for all constant and proposition symbols c. Finally, there is
a subtle di erence between monotonic wfo's as of De nition 5 and wfo's which
possess the replacement property (such orders are called rewrite orders in [52]
and monotonic in [9]). More on that below.
Similarly, we say that a norm k:k (i.e. a mapping from expressions to IN)
is said to be monotonic i the associated wfo k:k is monotonic (t1 k:k t2 i
kt1k < kt2k).
For instance the termsize norm (see below) is trivially monotonic. More generally, any semi-linear norm of the following form is monotonic:
Proposition 2.PLet
the norm k:k : Expr !IN be de ned by:
{ ktk = cf + ni=1 cf;i kti k if t = f(t1 ; : : :; tn), n  0
{ ktk = cv otherwise (i.e. t is a variable)
8
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Fig. 2. Every pair admitted by a monotonic  is not prohibited by 
Then k:k is monotonic if all coecients cv ; cf ; cf;i are  0 and cf;i  1 for all
function symbols f of arity  1 (but not necessarily for all predicate symbols).
Proof. As < on IN is total we have that s 6> t is equivalent to s  t. The proof proceeds
by induction on the structure of the expressions and examines every rule of De nition 5
separately:

1. X  Y for all variables X;Y
this trivially holds as we use the same constant cv for all variables.
2. s  f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) whenever s  ti for some i
This holds trivially if all coecients are  0 and if cf;i  1. This is veri ed, as the
rule only applies if f is a function symbol.
3. f (s1 ; : : : ; sn )  f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) whenever 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng : si  fi
This holds trivially, independently of whether f is a function or predicate symbol,
as all coecients are positive (and the same coecient is applied to si and ti ).

By taking cv = 0 and cf;i = cf = 1 for all f we get the termsize norm k:kts,
which by the above proposition is thus monotonic. Also, by taking cv = 1 and
cf;i = cf = 1 for all f we also get a monotonic norm, counting symbols. We
denote this norm by k:ksym. Finally, a linear norm can always be obtained [55]
by setting cv = 0, cf;i = 1 and cf 2 IN for all f. Thus, as another corollary of
the above, any linear norm is monotonic.

Proposition 3. Let k:k1; : : :; k:kk be monotonic norms satisfying Proposition 2.
Then the lexicographical ordering lex de ned by s lex t i
9i 2 f1; : : :; kg such that kski < ktki and 8j 2 f1; : : :; i ? 1g: kskj = ktkj
is a monotonic wfo.

Proof. By standard results (see, e.g., [10]) we know that lex is a wfo (as < is a wfo
on IN ). We will prove that lex satis es all the rules of De nition 5.
1. First, rule 1 is easy as kX ki = kY ki for all i and variables X; Y and therefore we
never have X lex Y .
2. Before examining the other rules, let us note that s 6lex t is equivalent to saying
that either
a) 8j 2 f1; : : : ; kg kskj = ktkj or
b) there exists an j 2 f1; : : : ; kg such that kskj < ktkj and 8l 2 f1; : : : ; j ? 1g:
kskl = ktkl .

9

Let us now examine rule 2 of De nition 5. We have to prove that whenever s 6lex ti
the conclusion of the rule holds.
Let us rst examine case a) for s 6lex ti . We have kskj = kti kj and thus we know that
kskj  kf (t1 ; : : : ; tn )kj by monotonicity of k:kj (as < on IN is total we have that s 6> t
is equivalent to s  t). As this holds for all k:kj we cannot have sj lex f (t1; : : : ; tn ).
Let us now examine the second case b) for s 6lex ti . Let j 2 f1; : : : ; kg such that
kskj < kti kj and 8l 2 f1; : : : ; j ? 1g: kskl = kti kl . For all l we can deduce as above that
kskl  kf (t1 ; : : : ; tn )kl . However, we still have to prove that kskj < kf (t1 ; : : : ; tn )kj .
By monotonicity of k:kj we only know that kskj  kf (t1 ; : : : ; tn )kj . But we can also
apply monotonicity of k:kj to deduce that kti kj  kf (t1 ; : : : ; tn )kj and hence we can
infer the desired property (as kskj < kti kj ).
3. Now, for rule 3 we have to prove that whenever si 6lex ti for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng
the conclusion of the rule holds. There are again two cases.
a) We can have ksi kj = kti kj for all i; j . By monotonicity of each k:kj we know
that kf (s1 ; : : : ; sn )kj  kf (t1 ; : : : ; tn )kj for all j 2 f1; : : : ; kg. Hence, we cannot have
f (s1; : : : ; sn ) lex f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ).
b) In the other case we know that there must be a value j 0 2 f1; : : : ; kg such that for
some i: ksi kj < kti kj and 8l 2 f1; : : : ; j 0 ? 1g: ksi kl = kti kl . I.e., by letting j denote
the minimum value j 0 for which this holds, we know that for some i: ksi kj < kti kj and
for all i0 : 8l 2 f1; : : : ; j g: ksi kl  kti kl . By monotonicity of each k:kl we can therefore
deduce that 8l 2 f1; : : : ; j g: kf (s1 ; : : : ; sn )kl  kf (t1 ; : : : ; tn )kl . We can also deduce by
monotonicity of k:kj that kf (s1 ; : : : ; sn )kj  kf (t1 ; : : : ; tn )kj . We can even deduce that
kf (s1 ; : : : ; sn )kj  kf (t1 ; : : : ; ti?1 ; si ; ti+1 ; : : : ; tn )kj  kf (t1 ; : : : ; tn )kj . Now, we just
have to prove that:
kf (t1 ; : : : ; ti?1 ; si ; ti+1 ; : : : ; tn )kj < kf (t1 ; : : : ; tn )kj in order to arm that
kf (s1 ; : : : ; sn )kj 6lex kf (t1 ; : : : ; tn )kj . This does not hold for all monotonic norms, but
as we know that k:kj satis es Proposition 2, this can be deduced by the fact that the
coecient cf;i in k:kj must be  1.
0

0

0

0

It is important that the norms k:k1; : : :; k:kk satisfy Proposition 2. Otherwise,
a counterexample would be as follows. Let kak1 = 1, kbk1 = 2 and kf(a)k1 =
kf(b)k1 = 5. Also let kak2 = 2, kbk2 = 1 and kf(a)k2 = 3, kf(b)k2 = 2. Now
we have a lex b, i.e. a 6lex b, but also f(a) lex f(b) and condition 3 of
monotonicity for lex is violated.
One could make Proposition 3 slightly more general, but the current version
is sucient to show the desired result, namely that most of the wfo's used in
online practice are actually monotonic. For example almost all of the re ned
wfo's de ned in [7,48,47,44] are monotonic:
{ De nitions 3.4 of [7], 3.2 of [48] and 2.14 of [47] all sum up the number
of function symbols (i.e. termsize) of a subset of the argument positions of
atoms. These wfo's are therefore immediately covered by Proposition 2. The
algorithms only di er in the way of choosing the positions to measure. The
early algorithms simply measure the input positions, while the later ones
dynamically re ne the argument positions to be measured (but which are
still measured using the termsize norm).
{ De nitions 3.2 of [47] as well as 8.2.2 of [44] use the lexicographical order on
the termsizes of some selected argument positions. These wfo's are therefore
monotonic as a corollary to Propositions 2 and 3.
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The only non-monotonic wfo in that collection of articles is the one de ned
speci cally for metainterpreters in De nition 3.4 of [7] (also in Section 8.6 of
[44]) which uses selector functions to focus on subterms to be measured. We will
return to this approach below.
Also, as already mentioned, some of the techniques in [47,44] (in sections 3.4
and 8.2.4 respectively) do not require the whole sequence to be admissible wrt a
unique wfo, i.e. one can split up a sequence into a ( nite) number of subsequences
and apply di erent (monotonic) wfo's on these subsequences. Similar re nements
can also be developed for wqo's and the formal study of these re nements are
(thus) not the main focus of the paper(see, however, the discussion in Section 4).
Before showing that  is strictly more powerful than the union of all monotonic wfo's, we adapt the class of simpli cation orderings from term rewriting
systems. It will turn out that the power of this class is also subsumed by .
De nition 6. A simpli cation ordering is a wfo  on expressions which satises
1. s  t ) f(t1 ; : : :; s; : : :; tn)  f(t1 ; : : :; t; : : :; tn) (replacement property),
2. t  f(t1 ; : : :; t; : : :; tn) (subterm property) and
3. s  t ) s  t for all variable only substitutions  and (invariance under

variable replacement).
The third rule of the above de nition is new wrt term-rewriting systems and
implies that all variables must be treated like a unique new constant. It turns
out that a lot powerful wfo's are simpli cation orderings [9,52]: recursive path
ordering, Knuth-Bendix ordering or lexicographic path ordering, to name just a
few. However, not all wfo's of Proposition 2 are simpli cation orderings: e.g., for
cf = 0; ca = 1 we have kak = kf(a)k and the subterm property does not hold
(for the associated wfo). In addition, Proposition 2 allows a special treatment for
predicates. On the other hand, there are wfo's which are simpli cation orderings
but are not monotonic according to De nition 5.

Proposition 4. Let  be a wfo on expressions. Then any admissible sequence
wrt  is also an admissible sequence wrt  if  is a) monotonic or if it is b) a
simpli cation ordering.

Proof. First, let us observe that for a given wfo  on expressions, any admissible
sequence wrt  is also an admissible sequence wrt  i s  t ) s 6 t. Indeed ()),
whenever s  t then s 6 t(i.e. the picture in Figure 2 is applicable), and this trivially
implies (by transitivity of ) that any sequence not admissible wrt  cannot be strictly
descending wrt . On the other hand ((), let us assume that for some s and t s  t
but s  t. This means that the sequence s; t is admissible wrt  but not wrt  and we
have a contradiction.
a) The proof that for a monotonic wfo  we have s  t ) s 6 t(and the picture
in Figure 2 is applicable) is by straightforward induction on the structure of s and t.
The only \tricky" aspect is that the second rule for monotonicity only holds if f is a
function symbol. But if f is a predicate symbol, then s  ti cannot hold because we
supposed that predicate and function symbols are distinct.
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b) If  is a simpli cation ordering then we can apply Lemma 3.3 of [52] to deduce
that  is the superset of the strict part of  (i.e.,  ). Let us examine the two
possibilities for s  t. First, we can have s  t. In that case we can deduce s  t and
thus s 6 t. Second, we can have s  t and t  s. In that case s and t are identical,
except for the variables. If we now take the substitution  which assigns all variables
in s and t to a unique variable we have s = t, i.e., s 6 t. This means that s  t
cannot hold (because  is invariant under variable replacement).
Observe that transitivity of  is required in the proof and Proposition 4 does
not simply hold for well-founded relations.
This means that the admissible sequences wrt  are a superset of the union
of all admissible sequences wrt simpli cation orderings and monotonic wfo's. In
other words, no matter how much re nement we put into an approach based
upon monotonic wfo's or upon simpli cation orderings we can only expect to
approach  in the limit. But by a simple example we can even dispel that hope.
Example 3. Take the sequence  = f(a); f(b); b; a. This sequence is admissible
wrt  as f(a) 6 f(b), f(a) 6 b, f(a) 6 a, f(b) 6 b, f(b) 6 a and a 6 b. However,
there is no monotonic wfo  which admits this sequence. More precisely, to
admit  we must have f(a)  f(b) as well as b  a, i.e. a 6 b. But this violates
rule 3 of De nition 5 and  cannot be monotonic. This also violates rule 1 of
De nition 6 and  cannot be a simpli cation ordering.
These new results relating  to monotonic wfo's shed light on 's usefulness
in the context of ensuring online termination.
But of course the admissible sequences wrt  are not a superset of the union
of all admissible sequences wrt any wfo.1 For instance the list-length norm k:kllen
is not monotonic, and indeed we have for t1 = [1; 2; 3] and t2 = [[1; 2; 3]; 4] that
kt1kllen = 3 > kt2kllen = 2 although t1  t2. So there are sequences admissible
wrt list-length but not wrt . The reason is that k:kllen in particular and nonmonotonic wfo's in general can completely ignore certain parts of the term, while
 will always inspect that part. E.g., if we have s  f(: : :t : : :) and  ignores
the subterm t then it will also be true that s  f(: : :s : : :) while s  f(: : : s : : :),2
i.e. the sequence s; f(: : :s : : :) is admissible wrt  but not wrt .
For that same reason the wfo's for metainterpreters de ned in De nition 3.4
of [7] mentioned above are not monotonic, as they are allowed to completely
focus on subterms, fully ignoring other subterms. However, automation of that
technique is not addressed in [7]. E.g., for this wfo one cannot immediately apply
the idea of continually re ning the measured subterms, because otherwise one
might simply plunge deeper and deeper into the terms and termination would
not be ensured. A step towards an automatic implementation is presented in
Section 8.6 of [44] and it will require further work to formally compare it with
wqo-based approaches and whether the ability to completely ignore certain parts
1 Otherwise  could not be a wqo, as all nite sequences without repetitions are
admissible wrt some wfo (map last element to 1, second last element to 2, . . . ).
f is a predicate symbols then f (:: : s : : :) is not a valid expression,
which enabled us to ignore arguments to predicates in e.g. Proposition 2.

2 Observe that if
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of an expression can be bene cial for practical programs. But, as we have seen
earlier,  alone is already very exible for metainterpreters, even more so when
combined with characteristic trees [39] (see also [65]). We will return to the issue
of metaprogramming in Section 7.
Of course, for any wfo (monotonic or not) one can devise a wbr (cf. Lemma 1)
which has the same admissible sequences. Still there are some feats that are
easily attained, even by using , but which cannot be achieved by a wfo approach (monotonic or not). Take the sequences S1 = p([]; [a]); p([a];[]) and
S2 = p([a]; []); p([]; [a]). Both of these sequences are admissible wrt  This illustrates the exibility of using well-quasi orders compared to well-founded ones
in an online setting, as there exists no wfo (monotonic or not) which will admit
both these sequences.3 It however also illustrates why, when using a wqo in that
way, one has to compare with every predecessor state of a process. Otherwise one
can get in nite derivations of the form p([a]; []) ! p([]; [a]) ! p([a]; []) !... .4

Short Note on Oine Termination This example also shows why  (or wellquasi orders in general) cannot be used directly for static termination analysis.
Let us explain what we mean. Take, e.g., a program containing the clauses C1 =
p([a]; []) p([]; [a]) and C2 = p([]; [a]) p([a]; []). Then, in both cases the body
is not embedding the head, but still the combination of the two clauses leads to
a non-terminating program. However,  can be used to construct well-founded
orders for static termination analysis. Take the clause C1. The head and the
body are incomparable according to . So, we can simply extend  by stating
that p([a]; [])  p([]; a) (thus making the head strictly larger than the body atom).
As already mentioned, for any extension  of a wqo we have that < is a wfo.
Thus we know that the program just consisting of C1 is terminating. If we now
analyse C2 we have that, according to the extended wqo, the body is strictly
larger than the head and (luckily) we cannot prove termination (i.e. there is no
way of extending  so that for both C1 and C2 the head is strictly larger than
the body).

4 Nearly-Foundedness and Over-Eagerness
In [47], as well as in Section 8.2.4 of [44], a technique for wfo's is formally
introduced, based upon nearly-foundedness. As already mentioned earlier, some
of the techniques in [7,48,47,44] start out with a very coarse wfo <1 which is
3 To allow to go from p([]; [a]) to p([a]; []) via a wfo < we need to have that p([]; [a]) >

p([a]; []) (cf. Example 1). Now, if in another context we want to go from p([a]; [])
to p([]; [a]) this is clearly impossible (using <) because we cannot have p([a]; []) >
p([]; [a]).

4 When using a wfo one has to compare only to the closest predecessor [47], because of

the transitivity of the order and the strict decrease enforced at each step. However,
wfo's are usually extended to incorporate variant checking and then require inspecting every predecessor anyway (though only when there is no strict weight decrease,
see, e.g., [44, 47]).
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then continuously re ned, enabling a clever choice of weights for predicates and
their respective arguments (deciding beforehand upon appropriate weights can
be extremely dicult or impossible; see examples in Section 3.2). For example
we might have that <1 is based upon measuring the sum of the termsize of all
arguments. The process of re ning might then consist in dropping one or more
arguments. For example, suppose that we have some sequence s1 ; s2; : : :; si which
is admissible wrt the initial wfo <1 but where si+1 6<1 si with si+1 = p(a; s(s(b)))
and si = p(s(a); b). In that case we can move to a re nement <2 of <1 in which
only the termsize of the rst argument is measured, making si+1 <2 si and
enabling the move from si to si+1 . This, however, does not guarantee that the
whole sequence s1 ; s2; : : :; si ; si+1 is admissible wrt <2 . Indeed, we might for
instance have the sequence p(s(a); s(s(s(c)))); p(s(a); b); p(a; s(s(b))) with i = 2
and s2 6<1 s1 even though s2 <1 s1 .
To solve this problem, the earlier algorithms veri ed that a re nement keeps
the whole sequence admissible (otherwise it was disallowed). The problem with
this approach is that re-checking the entire sequence can be expensive. [47,44]
therefore advocates another solution: not re-checking the entire sequence on the
grounds that it does not threaten termination (provided that the re nements
themselves are well-founded). This leads to sequences s1 ; s2 ; : : : which are not
well-founded but nearly-founded [47,44] meaning that si 6< sj only for a nite
number of pairs (i; j) with i > j.
In summary, the motivation for nearly-foundedness lies in speeding up the
construction of admissible sequences (not re-scanning the initial sequence upon
re nement). As a side-e ect, this approach will admit more sequences and, e.g.,
solve some of our earlier examples (as a suitably large depth bound would as
well). However, from a theoretical point of view, we argue below that nearlyfoundedness is dicult to justify and somewhat unsatisfactory.
First, we call a technique over-eager if it admits sequences which are not
admitted by the variant test (i.e., it admits sequences containing variants). We
call such a technique strictly over-eager if it admits sequences which contain
more than 1 occurrence of the same syntactic term.
A depth bound based technique is strictly over-eager, which is obviously a
very undesirable property indicating some ad-hoc behaviour. The same can (almost always)5 also be said for over-eagerness. For instance, in the context of partial deduction or unfold/fold program transformation, over-eager unfolding will
\hide" possibilities for perfect folding (namely the variants) and also lead to too
large specialised programs. An approach based upon homeomorphic embedding
is not over-eager nor is any other wfo/wqo based approach which does not distinguish between variants. However, as we show below, using nearly-foundedness
leads to strict over-eagerness.
Let us rst formalise the way nearly-founded sequences are constructed in
[47,44]. First, we de ne a well-founded order W acting on a set W of wellfounded orders on expressions. To construct admissible sequences of expressions
wrt W we start by using one wfo <1 2 W until the sequence can no longer be
5 See discussion in Section 5 concerning the variant test on covering ancestors.
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extended. Once this is the case we can use another wfo <2 2 W which admits
the o ending step, provided that w2 W w1. It is not required that the whole
initial sequence is admissible wrt <1 , just the last step (not admitted by <0 ).
We can now continue expanding the sequence until we again reach an o ending
step, where we can then try to re ne <1 into some <2 with <2W <1 , and so
on, until no further expansion is possible.
Example 4. Take the following program.
p([a; ajT]; [ajY]) p(T; Y )
p([b; b; bjT]; Y) p(T; [b; bjY ])
p(T; [b; bjY ]) p([a; a; b; b; bjT];[ajY ])
Let us de ne the following well-founded orders:
<1+2 : p(s1 ; s2) < p(t1; t2) i ks1 kts + ks2kts < kt1kts + kt2kts
<1 : p(s1 ; s2) < p(t1; t2) i ks1 kts < kt1 kts
<2 : p(s1 ; s2) < p(t1; t2) i ks2 kts < kt2 kts
We also de ne the wfo W on the above well-founded orders: <1 W <1+2 and
<2W <1+2 . In other words we can re ne <1+2 into <1 or <2 , which in turn
cannot be further re ned.
We can now construct the following admissible sequence in which two terms
(p([a; a; b; b; b];[a]) and p([b; b; b]; [])) appear twice:
p([a; a; b; b; b]; [a])
# <1+2
p([b; b; b]; [])
# <1+2
p([]; [b; b])
# <2 (re nement)
p([a; a; b; b; b]; [a])
# <2
p([b; b; b]; [])
Example 4 thus proves that nearly-foundedness results in strict over-eagerness.
(As a side-e ect, the example also shows that the nearly-foundedness approach
cannot be mapped to a wfo-approach, however involved it might be.) Although
it is unclear how often such situations will actually arise in practice, we believe
that the strict over-eagerness is just one of the (mathematically) unsatisfactory
aspects of nearly-foundedness.

5 A more re ned treatment of variables
While  has a lot of desirable properties it still su ers from some drawbacks.
Indeed, as can be observed in Example 2, the homeomorphic embedding relation
 as de ned in De nition 4 is rather crude wrt variables. In fact, all variables
are treated as if they were the same variable, a practice which is clearly undesirable in a logic programming context. Intuitively, in the above example,
p(X; Y )  p(X; X) can be justi ed (see, however, De nition 8 below), while
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p(X; X)  p(X; Y ) is not. Indeed p(X; X) can be seen as standing for something
like and(eq(X; Y ); p(X; Y )), which embeds p(X; Y ), but the reverse does not
hold.
Secondly,  behaves in quite unexpected ways in the context of generalisation, posing some subtle problems wrt the termination of a generalisation
process.
Example 5. Take for instance the following generalisation algorithm, which appears (in disguise) in a lot of partial deduction algorithms (e.g., [38,33,39]). (In
that context A is the set of atoms for which SLDNF-trees have already been
constructed while B are the atoms in the leaves of these trees. The goal of the
algorithm is then to extend A such that all leaf atoms are covered.)
Input: two nite sets A0 ; B of atoms
Output: a nite set
A  A0 s.t. every atom in B is an instance of an atom in A0
0
Initialisation:
A := A, B := B
while B0 =6 ; do
remove an element B from B0
if B is not an 0instance of an element in A0 then
if 9A 2 A such that A 0 B then
add msg(A; B ) to B
else add B to A0
The basic idea of the algorithm is to use  to keep the set A0 nite in the limit.
However, although the above algorithm will indeed keep A0 nite, it still does not
terminate. Take for example A = fp(X; X)g and B = fp(X; Y )g. We will remove
B = p(X; Y ) from B0 = fp(X; Y )g in the rst iteration of the algorithm and we
have that B is not an instance of p(X; X) and also that p(X; X)  p(X; Y ). We
therefore calculate the msg (fp(X; X); p(X; Y )g) = p(X; Y ) and we have a loop
(we get B0 = fp(X; Y )g).
To remedy these problems, [38,33,39] introduced the so called strict homeomorphic embedding as follows:
De nition 7. (+ ) Let A; B be expressions. Then B (strictly homeomorphically) embeds A, written as A + B , i A  B and A is not a strict instance of
B.
Example 6. We now still have that p(X; Y ) + p(X; X) but not p(X; X) +
p(X; Y ). Note that still X + Y and X + X.
A small experiment, specialising a query rotate(X,X) (using the ecce system [32] with  and + respectively on conjunctions for global control; the
rotate program, rotating a binary tree, can be found in [32]) demonstrates the
interest of : when using + we obtain an overall speedup of 2.5 compared to
\only" 2.0 using .
Notice that, if we replace  of Example 5 by + we no longer have a problem
with termination (see [39,33] for a termination proof of an Algorithm containing
the one of Example 5).
The following is proven in [33,39].
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Theorem 1. The relation + is a wbr on the set of expressions over a nite

alphabet.

Observe that + is not a wqo as it is not transitive:6 we have for example p(X; X; Y; Y ) + p(X; Z; Z; X) and p(X; Z; Z; X) + p(X; X; Y; Z) but
p(X; X; Y; Y ) 6 + p(X; X; Y; Z). One might still feel dissatis ed with that de nition for another reason. Indeed, although going from p(X) to p(f(X)) (and on
to p(f(f(X))); : : :) looks very dangerous, a transition from p(X; Y ) to p(X; X) is
often not dangerous, especially in a database setting. Take for example a simple
Datalog program just consisting of the clause p(a; b) p(X; X). Obviously P
will terminate (i.e., fail nitely) for all queries but + will not allow full unfolding of p(X; Y ) and nite failure will not be detected by a specialiser relying
(solely) on + . On the practical side this means that neither + nor  will
allow full unfolding of all terminating queries to Datalog programs (although
they will allow full unfolding of terminating ground queries to range-restricted
Datalog programs). To remedy this, we can develop the following re nement of
+ .

De nition 8. We de ne s var t i s  t or s is a variant of t.
We have p(X)var p(f(X)) and p(X; Y )var p(Z; X) but p(X; X) 6 var p(X; Y )
and p(X; Y ) 6 var p(X; X).
It is obvious that var is strictly more powerful than + (if t is strictly more
general than s, then it is not a variant of s and it is also not possible to have
s  t). It thus also solves the generalisation problems of . In addition var has
the following property: if we have a query Q to a Datalog program which leftterminates then the LD-tree for Q is admissible in the sense that, for every
selected literal L, we have L 6 var A for all covering ancestors A of L. Indeed,
whenever we have that L  A for two Datalog atoms L and A then we must also
have A  L (as the diving rule of  cannot be applied). Thus, var is equivalent
to the variant test. Now, if a derivation from A leads to a goal L1 ; : : :; Ln
where all L1 is a variant of a covering ancestor A, then it is possible to repeat
this derivation again and again and we have a real loop.

Theorem 2. The relation var is a wqo on the set of expression over a nite
alphabet.

The proof can be found in Appendix A. Observe that var is, like  and
+ , not a wqo over an in nite alphabet. More on that in Section 6.

Discussion
Observe that the variant test is (surprisingly) not complete for Datalog in general (under arbitrary computation rules). Take the program just consisting of
p(b; a) p(X; Z); p(Z; Y ). Then the query p(X; Y ) is nitely failed as the
6 Thanks to anonymous referees for pointing this out.
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following derivation shows:
p(X; Y ) ; p(X 0 ; Z 0); p(Z 0 ; Y 0 ) ; p(X 00 ; Z 00); p(Z 00; Y 00); p(a; Y 0 ) ; fail .
However, at the second step (no matter what we do) we have to select a variant
of the covering ancestor p(X; Y ) and the variant test will prevent full unfolding.
An alternate approach to De nitions 7 and 8 | at least for the aspect of treating variables in a more re ned way | might be based on numbering variables
using some mapping #(:) and then stipulating that X # Y i #(X)  #(Y ).
For instance in [43] a de Bruijn numbering of the variables is proposed. Such an
approach, however, has a somewhat ad hoc avour to it. Take for instance the
terms p(X; Y; X) and p(X; Y; Y ). Neither term is an instance of the other and
we thus have p(X; Y; X) + p(X; Y; Y ) and p(X; Y; Y ) + p(X; Y; X). Depending
on the particular numbering we will either have that p(X; Y; X) 6 # p(X; Y; Y )
or that p(X; Y; Y ) 6 # p(X; Y; X), while there is no apparent reason why one
expression should be considered smaller than the other.7
While var may be very interesting for local control compared to , e.g.,
due to its improved unfolding capabilities for Datalog programs, + is much
less interesting for local control of partial deduction. Indeed, when we go from
p(X; X) to p(X; Y ) then + will allow further unfolding. But, if we are able
to unfold p(X; X) to p(X; Y ) then we will usually be able to go again from
p(X; Y ) to p(X 0 ; Y 0) and there is a loop anyhow. However, for global control it
will often be interesting to specialise p(X; X) separately from p(X; Y ), which will
be allowed by + and var but not by  (see the rotate experiment above).

6 Extended homeomorphic embedding
Although + from De nition 7 has a more re ned treatment of variables and
has a much better behaviour wrt generalisation than  of De nition, it is still
somewhat unsatisfactory.
One point is the restriction to a nite alphabet. Indeed, for a lot of practical
logic programs, using, e.g., arithmetic built-ins or even = ::=2, a nite alphabet is no longer sucient. Luckily, the fully general de nition of homeomorphic
embedding as in [28,10] remedies this aspect. It even allows functors with variable arity.8 We will show below how this de nition can be adapted to a logic
programming context.
However, there is another unsatisfactory aspect of + (and var ). Indeed, it
will ensure that p(X; X) 6+ p(X; Y ) while p(X; X)  p(X; Y ) but we still have
that, e.g., f(a; p(X; X)) + f(f(a); p(X; Y )). In other words, the more re ned
treatment of variables is only performed at the top, but not recursively within
the structure of the expressions. For instance, this means that + will handle
rotate(X,X) much better than  but this improvement will often go away when
we add a layer of metainterpretation.
7 [43] also proposes to consider all possible numberings (but leading to n! complexity,

where n is the number of variables in the terms to be compared). It is unclear how
such a relation compares to + and var .
8 Which can also be seen as associative operators.
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The following, new and more re ned embedding relation remedies this somewhat ad hoc aspect of + .

De nition 9. () Given a wbr fun on the functors and a wbr sexp on
sequences of expressions, we de ne the extended homeomorphic embedding on
expressions by the following rules:
1. X  Y if X and Y are variables
2. s  f(t1 ; : : :; tn) if s  ti for some i
3. f(s1 ; : : :; sm )  g(t1 ; : : :; tn) if f fun g and 91  i1 < : : :im  n such
that 8j 2 f1; : : :; mg : sj  tij and hs1 ; : : :; sm i sexp ht1; : : :; tni

The above de nition requires a wbr fun on the functors. If we have a nite
alphabet, then equality is a wqo (one can thus obtain the pure homeomorphic
embedding as a special case). In the context of, e.g., partial deduction, we know
that the functors occurring within the program (text) and goal to be analysed
are of nite number. One might call these functors static and all others dynamic.
A wqo can the be obtained by de ning f  g if either f and g are dynamic or
if f = g. For particular types of functors a natural wqo or wbr exists (e.g., for
numbers) which can be used instead.
In the above de nition we can instantiate sexp such that it performs a more
re ned treatment of variables, such as discussed in Section 5. For example we can
de ne: hs1 ; : : :; sm i sexp ht1 ; : : :; tni i if ht1 ; : : :; tni is not strictly more general
than hs1 ; : : :; sm i. (Observe that this means that if m 6= n then sexp will hold.)
This relation is a wbr (by Lemma 1 as the strictly more general relation is a wfo
[24]). Then, in contrast to + and var , this re nement will be applied recursively within  . For example we now have f(a; p(X; X)) 6  f(f(a); p(X; Y )).
The reason why a recursive use of, e.g., the \not strict instance" test was not
incorporated in [38,33,39] which use + was that the authors were not sure that
this would remain a wbr (no proof was found yet). In fact, recursively applying
the \not strict instance" looks very dangerous. Take, e.g., the following two atoms
A0 = p(X; X) and A1 = q(p(X; Y ); p(Y; X)). In fact, although A0 + A1 we do
not have A0  A1 (when, e.g., considering both q and p as static functors) and
one wonders whether it might be possible to create an in nite sequence of atoms
by, e.g., producing A2 = p(q(p(X; Y ); p(Y; Z)); q(p(Z; V ); p(V; X))). We indeed
have A1 6  A2, but luckily A0  A2 and  satis es the wqo requirement of
De nition 3. But can we construct some sequence for which  does not conform
to De nition 3?
The following Theorem 3 shows that such a sequence cannot be constructed.
However, if we slightly strengthen point 3 of De nition 9 by requiring that
hs1 ; : : :; sm i is not a strict instance of the selected subsequence hti ; : : :; tim i,
we actually no longer have a wqo, as the following sequence of expression shows:
A0 = f(p(X; X)), A1 = f(p(X; Y ); p(Y; X)), A2 = f(p(X; Y ); p(Y; Z); p(Z; X)),
... . Using the slightly strengthened embedding relation no Ai would be embedded in any Aj , while using De nition 9 unmodi ed we have, e.g., A1  A2 (but
not A0  A1 or A0  A2 ).
1
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Theorem 3.  is a wbr on expressions. Additionally, if fun and sexp are
wqo's then so is  .
The proof can be found in Appendix A.

7 The Representation Problem for Metaprogramming
As we have seen earlier in Section 3.2,  alone is already very exible for metainterpreters, even more so when combined with characteristic trees [39] (see also
[65]). This section will, however, show that some subtle problems remain.
Let us rst discuss the issue of representing object-level programs at the
meta-level. In setting with logical variables, there are basically two di erent approaches to representing an object level expression, say the atom p(X; a), at
the meta-level. In the rst approach one uses the term p(X; a) as the object
level representation. This is called a non-ground representation, because it represents an object level variable by a meta-level variable. In the second approach
one would use something like the term struct(p; [var(1); struct(a; [])]) to represent the object level atom p(X; a). This is called a ground representation, as it
represents an object level variable by a ground term.9 Figure 3 contains some
further examples of the particular ground representation which we will use in
this section. From now on, we use \T " to denote the ground representation of
an expression T .
Object level

Ground representation

X
var(1)
c
struct(c; [])
f (X;a)
struct(f; [var(1); struct(a; [])])
p q struct(clause; [struct(p; []);struct(q; [])])

Fig. 3. A ground representation
To abstract from the particular representation and the number of layers of
metainterpretation, we de ne enc(:) to be the encoding function used to go from
a call at the object level to the meta-level.
For the non-ground vanilla metainterpreter [21] we have for example enc(p(X))
= solve(p(X)). If we have two nested vanilla like metainterpreters we might even
get enc(p(X))= solve(solve(p(X); Depth); Trace). For the ground representation of Figure 3 we will get enc(p(X)) = solve(struct(p; [var(1)]); CAS).
We say that a wfo or wbr is invariant under a particular encoding enc(:) if
whenever it admits a sequence of calls o1 ; o2; : : :; on then it also admits enc(o1 );
enc(o2 ); : : :; enc(on). Solving the representation problem then amounts to nding
9 For a more detailed discussion we refer the reader to [21], [45], [22, 6], [37, 36, 33].
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an adequate wfo or wbr which is invariant under a given encoding and powerful
enough at the object level (obviously the total relation > with s > t is a wqo
which is invariant under any encoding enc(:)).
We conjecture (prove ?) that  solves the representation problem for any
vanilla like encoding. One might hope that the same holds for a ground representation, like the one depicted in Figure 3. Unfortunately, this is not the case
due to several problems:

Multiple arity If the same predicate symbol can occur with multiple arity,
then the following can happen. We have that p(X) 6 p(X; X), on the account
that p=1 is a di erent predicate than p=2. However, in the ground representation
we have struct(p; [X])  struct(p; [X; X]) because an arity of n is translated into
one argument (i.e., we have a xed arity) containing a list of length n. A simple
solution to this problem is to use a predicate symbol only with a single arity.
Variable encoding If we represent variables as integers of the form  = 0ks()
then we can have that X  Y while var(s(0)) 6 var(0). (In that case  on the

encoding is actually more admissible.) One solution is to use a di erent functor
for each distinct variable (meaning we have an in nite alphabet) and then using
 to de ne a wqo on these functors: either treating all variables as one or
incorporating re nements similar to + and var .

Multiple embeddings in the same argument Unfortunately, even in the
absence of variables and even if every function symbol only occurs with a single
arity,  is not invariant under the ground representation. For example, we have
f(a; b) 6 f(g(a; b); c)
while
struct(f; ["a"; "b"])  struct(f; [struct(g; ["a"; "b"]);"c"]).
The reason is that the coupling rule 3. of De nition 4 of  checks whether a

is embedded in g(a; b) (which holds) and b is embedded in c (which does not
hold). The rule disallows to search for both a and b in the same argument g(a; b)
(which would hold). But this is exactly what is allowed when working with the
ground representation due to the fact that an argument tuple is translated into
a list. One solution to this problem is to weaken  such that it allows to search
the same argument multiple times for embedding:
De nition 10. (?) We de ne the weak homeomorphic embedding on expres-

sions by the following rules:
1. X ? Y if X and Y are variables
2. s ? f(t1 ; : : :; tn) if s ? ti for some i
3. f(s1 ; : : :; sn) ? f(t1 ; : : :; tn) if 91  i1  : : :in  n such that 8j 2
f1; : : :; ng : sj ? tij .

Note that, contrary to , ij can be equal to ij +1 . We now have f(a; b) ?
f(g(a; b); c). We also have that s  t ) s ? t.
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We conjecture that ? is invariant under the ground representation enc(:)
of Figure 3 (provided that the problems concerning multiple arity and variables
have been resolved).
We also conjecture that enc(s)  enc(t) i s ? t. This would have as corollary
that enc(s)  enc(t) i enc(enc(s))  enc(enc(t))
However, there still remains the open problem: Can we nd a strengthening
of  which is invariant under enc(:). It might be possible to achieve this by using
(a re nement of) [56], which extends Kruskal's theorem. A pragmatic solution
would of course be to simple de-encode data as much as possible in, e.g., the
program specialiser, and then apply  (or  ) on the de-encoded data only.
This, however, requires knowledge about the particular encodings that are likely
to appear.

The parsing problem

In the context of meta-programming. we also have what is called the parsing
problem [44]. Below we provide another view on the parsing problem, in terms

of invariance under representation.
In partial deduction one usually doesn't compare entire goals but just the
selected atoms. The initial motivation seems to have been to allow a more liberal
unfolding. Take for example a program containing p(X) p(f(X)) and take the
goal p(a); q(b). If we select p(a) we obtain the resolvent p(f(a)); q(b). Now,
when inspecting entire goals, one cannot help but notice a growth of structure
and stop the unfolding. However, if we just examine the sequence of selected
literals we will be allowed to select q(b), which is a very sensible and safe thing
to do as q(b) has not been touched yet. 10 As another example take the program
consisting of the single clause p(f(X)) p(X); q and let us unfold p(Y ) by
just looking at  on the selected atoms: p(Y ) ; p(X); q ; fail . Again, if
we look at the entire goal we will not be able to fully unfold p(Y ).
The problem in a meta-programming context, is that this re nement is not
even invariant under the non-ground representation. Take the standard vanilla
metainterpreter, together with an encoding of the above program consisting of
the single clause p(f(X)) p(X); q:
solve (true)
solve (A&B) solve(A); solve(B)

10 However, even this re nement is not enough, and one usually only compares se-

quences of covering ancestors [7]. Take for example a program consisting of the single
fact \p(X ) " and let us unfold the query p(a); p(f (a)). We start by selecting
p(a) which gives us the goal p(f (a)). Let us now try to select p(f (a)), which is
a sensible thing to do as it has not been touched yet. However, if we examine the
sequence of selected literals we get hp(a); p(f (a))i which is not admissible wrt  (or
any of the other extensions discussed in the paper). To overcome this one should
register descendency (via resolution) relationships and only check  (or any other
wfo/wqo approach) on sequences of covering ancestors. In this case, p(f (a)) has no
ancestor and we get the sequence hp(f (a))i which is of course admissible wrt any
wfo or wqo.
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solve (H) clause (H; B); solve (B)
clause (p(f(X)); p(X); q(X))

One would hope that, by looking at  on the selected literals, it would be
possible to fully unfold solve (p(Y )) in a similar manner and detect nite
failure as above. Let us examine the sequence of goals, needed to detect nite
failure: solve (p(Y )) ; clause (p(Y ); B); solve(B) ; solve (p(X)&q)
; solve (p(X)); solve (q) ; solve (p(X)); clause (q; B 0); solve (B 0 ) ; fail .
Unfortunately we have at the third step that solve (p(Y ))  solve (p(X)&q) (the
same holds for + or  ) and we are unable to fully unfold solve (p(Y ))
using  on selected literals (or even on entire goals). The problem is that in
the metainterpreter multiple atoms can mopped together in a single term, and
the re nement of looking only at the selected atom does not scale up to the
metalevel!
It is hard to see how this problem can be solved in a general manner: one
would have to know that solve will eventually decompose p(X)&q into its constituents p(X) and q giving us the opportunity to continue with solve (q) while
stopping the unfolding of solve (p(X)). [65] presents a solution to this problem
for the particualar vanilla metainterpreter above, but it does not scale up to
other, slightly more involved metainterpreters.

8 Discussion and Conclusion
Of course  is not the ultimate relation for ensuring online termination. Although it has proven to be extremely useful superimposed e.g. on determinate
unfolding, on its own in the context of local control of partial deduction,  (as
well as + and ) will sometimes allow too much unfolding than desirable for
eciency concerns: more unfolding does not always imply a better specialised
program. We refer to the solutions developed in, e.g., [39,27]. Similar problems
can arise in the setting of global control and we again refer to [39,27] for discussions and experiments. Also, the issue of an ecient implementation of the
homeomorphic embedding relation still remains open. (However, in Section 4
we have shown that the ecient way to use wfo's, which avoids re-scanning the
entire sequence upon re nement, has very undesirable properties.)
For some applications,  as well as + and  remain too restrictive. In particular, they do not always deal satisfactorily with uctuating structure (arising,
e.g., for certain metainterpretation tasks) [65]. The use of characteristic trees
[33,39] remedies this problem to some extent, but not totally. A further step towards a solution is presented in [65]. In that light, it might be of interest to study
whether the extensions of the homeomorphic embedding relation proposed in [56]
and [31] (in the context of static termination analysis of term rewrite systems)
can be useful in an online setting.
In summary, we have shed new light on the relation between wqo's and wfo's
and have formally shown why wqo's are more interesting than wfo's for ensuring
termination in an online setting (such as program specialisation or analysis).
We have illustrated the inherent exibility of  and proved that, despite its
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simplicity, it is strictly more generous than the class of monotonic wfo's. As
all the wfo's used for automatic online termination (so far) are actually monotonic, this formally establishes the interest of  in that context. We have also
compared to techniques based upon nearly-foundedness, and have shown that
such techniques|contrary to | can lead to the undesirable property of strict
over-eagerness.
We have also presented new embedding relations + , var and  , which inherit all the good properties of  while providing a re ned treatment of (logical)
variables. We believe that these re nements can be of value in other contexts and
for other languages (such as in the context of partial evaluation of functionallogic programs [3,2,29] or of supercompilation [64,16,62] of functional programming languages, where | at specialisation time { variables also appear). We also
believe that  provides both a theoretically and practically more satisfactory
basis than + or .
We also believe that  can play a role in other areas, such as ensuring
termination and controlling abstraction of model checking of in nite systems.
First promising results were obtained in [15] using ecce [32] applied to systems
expressed using Petri nets and the -calculus.
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A Assorted proofs
Lemma 1 (wbr from wfo) Let <V be a well-founded order on V . Then V ,
de ned by v1 V v2 i v1 >
6 V v2, is a wbr on V . Furthermore, <V and V have
the same set of admissible sequences.

Proof. Suppose that there is an in nite sequence v1 ; v2 ; : : : of elements of V such that,
for all i < j , vi 6V vj . By de nition this means that, for all i < j , vi >V vj . In
particular this means that we have an in nite sequence with vi >V vi+1 , for all i  1.
We thus have a contradiction with De nition 1 of a well-founded order and V must
be a wbr on V .
The above already shows that every admissible sequence of V is also an admissible
sequence of <V . Finally, it is obvious, by transitivity of >V , that whenever we have an
admissible sequence v1 ; v2 ; : : : of <V (i.e. vi >V vi+1 for all i  1) that for all i < j :

vi 6V vj

Corollary 1. Let k:k be a monotonic norm on expressions. Then s  t )
ksk = ktk.
Proof. If s  t we know by Proposition 4 that neither ksk < ktk nor ksk > ktk and
we must thus have ksk = ktk.

Lemma 2. If s  t then the diving rule (2.) was not used in De nition 4.
Proof. The wfo k:ksym is monotonic (see Proposition 2). Hence, by Corollary 1, we
know that ksksym = ktksym . Now, if we try to apply the diving rule (2.) to establish
that s  t with t = f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) we have that s  ti , i.e. ksksym  kti ksym and we have
a contradiction as kti ksym  ktksym ? 1 = ksksym ? 1. Thus, at the outermost level one
can only apply rule (1.)| and we are nished|or the coupling rule (3.). If we apply
rule (3.) then we actually have si  ti (as the rule must have also been applied to
deduce t  s) and the lemma holds by induction on the structure of s and t.

Theorem 2 The relation var is a wqo on the set of expression over a nite

alphabet.

Proof. First var is trivially transitive as we have the following (where we denote that

s and t are variants by s var t):
{ st^tu ) su
{ s  t ^ t var u ) s  u
{ s var t ^ t  u ) s  u
{ s var t ^ t var u ) s var u
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Now let us take an in nite sequence ! = v1 ; v2 ; : : : In order for var to satisfy the
wbr requirement we have to show that for some i < j we have vi var vj . If there two
variants vi and vj in the sequence ! then vi var vj , vj var vi and var thus satis es
the wbr requirement. So let us assume that there are no variants in v1 ; v2 ;. . . . Let us
now remove all vi; i > 1 such that vi  v1 from the sequence. By Lemma 2 we know
that there can only be nitely many such vi (because the diving rule was not used and
because there are no variants) and the remaining sequence !0 is still in nite. Now let
us repeat this construction with the second element of !0 , then with the third element
of !00 , then . . . We will thus obtain an in nite sequence w1; w2; w3 ;. . . . We know that
 is a wqo. Thus for some i < j wi  wj . By construction we know that wj 6 wi, hence
wi  wj and thus wi var wj .
Theorem 3  is a wbr on expressions. Additionally, if fun and sexp are
wqo's the so is  .
Proof. Let us rst suppose that fun and sexp are wqo's. We know by HigmanKruskal's theorem [28] that without the extra condition of point 3 requiring hs1 ; : : : ; sm i
sexp ht1 ; : : : ; tn i we have a wqo. Let us refer to this wqo by . We now simply de ne
the following mapping k:k from expressions to expressions.
{ kX k = X
{ kf (t1 ; : : : ; tn )k = c([[ht1; : : : ; tn i] ;f (kt1 k; : : : ; ktn k))
where c is a new unused binary functor and [ :] is a an encoding generating new distinct unused functors for each sequence of expressions. We also extend fun for these
functors by saying that [ s] fun [ t] i s sexp t as well as c  c and c is uncomparable
to any other symbol. Given any two expressions s and t we now have that ksk  ktk )
s  t, as can be shown by structural induction (sketch):
{ Diving (rule 2., concluding s  f (t1 ; : : : ; tn )) into the rst argument of ktk will
never be successful, as we supposed that the constants [ ht1; : : : ; tn i] are distinct
from the initial functors. We therefore have to dive into the second argument of
ktk = c([[ht1; : : : ; tn i] ;f (kt1 k; : : : ; ktn k)) and as we have c 6fun f we have to dive
into one of the arguments kti k at the next step as well. Hence the corresponding
diving into ti must be applicable for s and t = f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) and we will be able to
deduce s  t by the induction hypothesis.
{ For the coupling rule 3 (concluding f (s1 ; : : : ; sm )  g(t1 ; : : : ; tn )), we know that
[ hs1; : : : ; sm i]  [ ht1; : : : ; tn i] as there is no choice for the coupling of c (it occurs
only as a binary functor, i.e., the rst argument of ksk has to be compared with
the rst argument of ktk). In other words, as [ :] generates only constants, we know
that [ hs1; : : : ; sm i] fun [ ht1; : : : ; tn i] which is equivalent to hs1 ; : : : ; sm i sexp
ht1 ; : : : ; tn i. So the additional criterion of the rule 3. of  is satis ed. We can now
apply the induction hypothesis for each ksj k  ktij k to conclude that sj  tij must
hold. Hence, we can conclude that f (s1 ; : : : ; sm )  g(t1 ; : : : ; tn ).
Thus, as  is a wqo so is  (for every in nite sequence of terms t1 ; t2 ; : : : we must
have some i < j such that kti k  ktj k and hence ti  tj as well).
In case that fun and sexp are not (both) wqo's we can still apply the same
reasoning as above as Kruskal's theorem extends to wbr's (see [51]).

B Small Experiments with the ecce system
The purpose of this appendix is to illustrate the exibility which the homeomorphic embedding relation provides straight \out of the box" (other more
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intricate well-quasi orders, like the one used by Mixtus [59], can handle some of
the examples below as well).
For that we experiment with the ecce partial deduction system [32] using
an unfolding rule based on  which allows the selection of either determinate
literals or left-most literals within a goal, given that no covering ancestor [7] is
embedded (via ). To ease readability, the specialised programs are sometimes
presented in unrenamed form.
First, let us take the mergesort program, which is somewhat problematic for
a lot of static termination analysis methods [55,40]. Let us rst illustrate the
generosity of  on the quicksort program (as taken from [55]):
qsort([],[]).
qsort([H|L],S) :split(H,L,[],[],A,B),
qsort(A,A1),qsort(B,B1),
append(A1,[H|B1],S).
append([],L,L).
append([H|X],Y,[H|Z]) :- append(X,Y,Z).
split(H,[X|L],A,B,A1,B1) :- X =< H, split(H,L,[X|A],B,A1,B1).
split(H,[X|L],A,B,A1,B1) :- X > H, split(H,L,A,[X|B],A1,B1).
split(H,[],A,B,A,B).

The partial evaluation query:
?- qsort([3,1,2],X).

The resulting specialised program is as follows (and full unfolding has been
achieved):
qsort([3,1,2],[1,2,3]).

Next, let us take the mergesort program, which is somewhat problematic for
a lot of static termination analysis methods [55,40].
mergesort([],[]).
mergesort([X],[X]).
mergesort([X,Y|Xs],Ys) :split([X,Y|Xs],X1s,X2s),
mergesort(X1s,Y1s),mergesort(X2s,Y2s),
merge(Y1s,Y2s,Ys).
split([],[],[]).
split([X|Xs],[X|Ys],Zs) :- split(Xs,Zs,Ys).
merge([],Xs,Xs).
merge(Xs,[],Xs).
merge([X|Xs],[Y|Ys],[X|Zs]) :- X =< Y, merge(Xs,[Y|Ys],Zs).
merge([X|Xs],[Y|Ys],[Y|Zs]) :- X>Y, merge([X|Xs],Ys,Zs).
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The partial evaluation query:
?- mergesort([3,1,2],X).

As the following resulting specialised program shows, homeomorphic embedding allowed the full unfolding of mergesort:
mergesort([3,1,2],[1,2,3]).

It took ecce less than 0.5 s on a Sparc Classic to produce the above program
(including post-processing and writing to le).
We can even achieve this same feat even if we interpose one or more levels of
metainterpretation! Take a vanilla solve metainterpreter with mergesort at the
object-level:
solve([]).
solve([H|T]) :claus(H,Bdy),solve(Bdy),solve(T).
claus(mergesort([],[]), []).
claus(mergesort([X],[X]), []).
claus(mergesort([X,Y|Xs],Ys),
[split([X,Y|Xs],X1s,X2s),
mergesort(X1s,Y1s),mergesort(X2s,Y2s),
merge(Y1s,Y2s,Ys) ]).
claus(split([],[],[]), []).
claus(split([X|Xs],[X|Ys],Zs) , [ split(Xs,Zs,Ys) ]).
claus(merge([],Xs,Xs), []).
claus(merge(Xs,[],Xs), []).
claus(merge([X|Xs],[Y|Ys],[X|Zs]) ,
[ X =< Y, merge(Xs,[Y|Ys],Zs) ]).
claus(merge([X|Xs],[Y|Ys],[Y|Zs]) ,
[ X>Y, merge([X|Xs],Ys,Zs)]).
claus('=<'(X,Y),[]) :- X =< Y.
claus('>'(X,Y),[]) :- X > Y.
mergesort_test(X) :- solve([mergesort([3,1,2],X)]).

The partial evaluation query:
?- mergesort_test(X).

Again homeomorphic embedding allowed the full unfolding:
mergesort_test([1,2,3]).

It took ecce 2.86 s on a Sparc Classic to produce the above program (including
post-processing and writing to le).
Next, take this small Datalog program computing the transitive closure of a
graph:
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arc(a,b).
arc(b,c).
trans(X,Y) :- arc(X,Y).
trans(X,Z) :- arc(X,Y),trans(Y,Z).

The partial evaluation query:
?- trans(a,X).

Again full unfolding was accomplished, as illustrated by the following specialised program:
trans(a,b).
trans(a,c).

The following example is taken from [44].
produce([],[]).
produce([X|Xs],[X|Ys]) :- produce(Xs,Ys).
consume([]).
consume([X|Xs]) :- consume(Xs).

The partial evaluation query:
?- produce([1,2|X],Y), consume(Y).

To solve it in the setting of unfolding based upon wfo's one needs both partition
based measure functions as well as taking the context into account. The same
adequate unfolding can simply be achieved by  based determinate unfolding,
as illustrated by the following specialised program derived by ecce (default
settings):
produce_conj__1([],[1,2]).
produce_conj__1([X1|X2],[1,2,X1|X3]) :produce_conj__2(X2,X3).
produce_conj__2([],[]).
produce_conj__2([X1|X2],[X1|X3]) :produce_conj__2(X2,X3).
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